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Introducing some of our  
contributors, editors & designers

Our Editor-in-chief and Music Critic, Frank Hossack, 
has been a radio host and producer for the past 33 
years, the past 24 of which working in media in Chi-
na, in the process winning four New York Festivals 
awards for his work, in the categories Best Top 40 
Format, Best Editing, Best Director and Best Culture 
& The Arts.
贺福是我们杂志的编辑和音乐评论员，在过去的30年
里一直从事电台主持和电台制片的工作。在中国有近
24年的媒体工作经验。工作期间他曾经四次获得过纽
约传媒艺术节大奖，分别是世界前40强节目奖，最佳
编辑奖，最佳导演奖以及最佳文化艺术奖。

As an Australian journalist living in Nanjing for many 
years, Renée Gray has a background in research, 
print and online publishing, taking great pleasure in 
discovering more about Nanjing with every article.
作为在南京居住多年的澳大利亚新闻工作者，Renee 
Gray有着调研以及印刷品和线上出版物的工作背景。
她总是乐于在每篇文章里发现关于南京的内容。

Matthew Stedman has spent years living and working 
in China. He has sold Chinese tea in the UK, and loves 
discussing the miraculous leaf with new (and sus-
picious) audiences. He however never feels happier 
than when researching the product here in beautiful 
South China.
Matthew Stedman在中国生活工作了多年。多年在中
英两国从事茶叶贸易的他，喜欢和新读者讨论神奇的
东方树叶(虽然有时他的读者保持怀疑态度)。 没什么比
在美丽的江南走访品尝各种茶叶更让他开心的事了。

Legal columnist Carlo D’Andrea is Chair of the Legal 
& Competition Working group of the European 
Union Chamber of Commerce in China; Shanghai 
Chapter, Coordinator of the Nanjing Working Group 
of the Italian Chamber of Commerce in China and 
has taught Chinese law (commercial and contractual) 
at Rome 3 University.
法律作家代开乐担任中国欧盟商会上海分会法律与竞
争工作组主席，中国意大利商会劳动集团的协调员与
曾经在罗马三大担任企业咨询课程中中国商法、合同
法的课程教授。

Roy Ingram has over 25 years experience working as 
an artist and Creative Director. His early career was 
with agencies in London but for the past eight years 
he has lived and worked in Nanjing.
Roy先生有着超过25年的创意总监和艺术家的工作经
历。他早期的职业生涯是在伦敦的一家机构里开始
的，但是在八年前他决定来到南京生活工作。  
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He holds on to old things- as if clawing to retain what youth

he used to have- as if by holding the tired object in his

shaking hand, he might summons a notion of his past or, like 

a temporary horcrux, it might hold an essence of his long 

lost soul. Though how real can this be? As, like the sands 

of time itself, it too shall pass- this feeling- leaving an 

emptiness that’s needing something else to hold it - tight. 

But this feeling of grasping on to a fading past so familiar is 

his refuge, a temporary sanctuary where he knows the ending;  
here like the man in the old black and white celluloid movie  
he has seen so many times before,  
he too may run through the fresh fallen snow of his forgetfulness  
to wish all and one a merry Christmas and not fear the darkness of night... 

Vintage 
Thoughts

By Maitiu Brallaghan ‘18

From a Soon to be Vintage Mind



Scan the QR Code to visit The Nanjinger on WeChat, from where you 
can download a free PDF of any issue, find a full list of distribution 

points for hard copies or arrange a subscription to have The Nanjinger 
delivered to your home or office!

This magazine is part of a family of English publications that together 
reach a large proportion of the foreign population living in Nanjing, along 
with a good dash of locals, comprising:
The Nanjinger
City Guide
www.thenanjinger.com
Lifecycle email newsletter
Facebook, WeChat, Twitter and Weibo

All of the above are owned and operated by HeFu Media, the Chinese subsidiary of SinoConnexion Ltd.  www.sinoconnexion.com

Thrift Shop
The word “vintage” in China is translated 

one of two ways; as in a good vintage of 
wine, or as in, literally, “old style” (老式). While 
not incorrect, the translation lacks some of the 
romance of its English equivalent, romance that 
we hope in this issue to restore.

Nothing could perhaps do that better than the 
very image watermarked behind this editorial. 
A radio that also connects to a smartphone 
so that it will play one’s iTunes collection, 
one vintage-styled, yet brand-new, out of a 
wonderfully-packaged box.

The Chinese, The Nanjinger proposes, love 
vintage, but only when it is brand new, but they 

lack an interest in the historical elements that 
are the nuts and bolts of vintage culture in the 
West, as new contributor, Emily Holder, and 
Executive Editor, Renée Gray Beaumont, reveal 
herein (p10 & 12).

Finally, regular contributor Angela Chen asks us to 
address vintage beliefs, through the challenging 
of the tradition known as “Red Daughter Wine”. 
Step out of these shackles, young ladies of China, 
to blossom as yourselves (p14).

Welcome to “Vintage” from The Nanjinger.

Ed. 
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Where the 
Dust Settles

By Emily Holder
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N a N j i N g ’ s  V i n t A g e  C u r i o  s h o p

W
People have different 

connections to the word 

“vintage” when they hear 

it. While some may have 

thoughts of settled dust 

on cluttered, unusable 

objects, others may think of 

the opportunity to cherish 

something, leaning in to 

the whispers of its unique 

secrets and stories. 

As vintage stands the test of time, so has this family store of 70 

years. Mr. Teng Nan, published historian, buys and sells antique 

items with a meaningful connection to Chinese history. Passionately 

discussing the details of the item’s origin, which dynasty it 

belonged to, what people ought to know, Teng expresses his wish 

for young people to take interest in the meaning behind the objects. 

“Customers have changed over the years. In the early days the 
people who came to the shop were those interested in history, then 
people visited to buy for their homes or businesses, now I get a lot 
of young people; but they are more interested in the stuff than the 
actual history”, Teng said. 

orn leather bags, 
smooth porcelain, 
rough coins, rusty fans; 
this is all some may 
think is sold  in Shop 
Number 34. 
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Where The Dust Settles

Instead of using the Internet to pick out vintage 
pieces, teng values personally finding the items. 
Moving throughout the shop from one piece to 
the next, he gives emphasis to the authenticity of 
his store. 

“Young people will offer me ¥10 for something 
worth ¥1,000. This makes me sad, because they 
can’t appreciate the worth these pieces have to our 
history”, Teng said. 

Attempting to understand the value people hold 
to vintage items, South China Morning Post writer 
Divia Harilela quotes founder of a New York vintage 
boutique, Seth Weisser, saying, “In Hong Kong and 
China, branded vintage items are on fire, such as 
Gucci or even Goyard. Customers know the brand 
already and if they see a product that appeals to 
them there is no preconceived barrier as opposed to 
something that has no brand”.

As brand-name items become more accessible 
and common among people in the growing Eastern 
culture, the value and desire to own unique “one-
of-a-kind” items is beginning to develop. 

In the Western world, many young people become 
giddy at the idea of finding a vintage T-shirt from a 
seasoned music group existing before their time. 
The excitement becomes even more so if it is a 
bargain with character; coffee stain by the musician, 

holes from wear, a cheap price; the more character, 
the giddier the Westerner. As these young people 
grow to become more seasoned adults, many will 
relish the sentiment of cherishing their past relative’s 
antique clocks and tables. 

In looking at the emphasis Western and Eastern 
cultures give to vintage items, Nanjing resident Mr. 
Yang Wang helps answer the question. “We enjoy 
historical things, and I would say most Chinese 
families have collections of vintage things. I believe 
young people know less about the history, possibly 
like young people in the West. There are so many 
historical things in China, we don’t feel too special 
about it. Some of the bricks in our city wall are much 
older than other countries. People value what they 
don’t already have.” 

Trends and values show themselves through the 
decades with the rise and fall of the economy, 
outside influence and overall growth of culture. 
The creak of a cabinet to one may be a song to 
another. With the development of culture comes the 
evolution of what is sought after. 

Shop Number 34 currently hangs a sign detailing the 
shop up for sale. One cannot help but wonder, who 
will be the next person to lend their ears to recount 
the songs and stories of the 1,000 year old statue, 
smooth jade, and fragile books?

“People look at the trinkets in my 
shop but miss things like this; our 
history.” Teng holds a contract 
from 1938 selling a woman to a 
man for ¥70, with fingerprints 
at the bottom acting as signature 
between the parents.
  
This contract would be given to the 
male’s parents as a receipt, serving 
as a reminder of the sanction.



Vintage 
Clothes  
in China By Renée gray Beaumon
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T 
he last time I went home, vintage was all the rage.  
My mother used to take me Op shopping (opportunity), 
charity or thrift to those Brits and American’s reading this; 

the smells, the stories, the treasures we could find, it was exciting 
stuff. It was never really fashionable to actually wear anything we 
bought; only recently has fashion swung in the direction of wearing 
second hand clothes. 

When it became chic, the word that was mainly used to describe 
an old whisky or wine was given a whole new identity. Suddenly, 
“vintage” was all the rage. Not only clothes, but record players from 
the 60s, even cassette players from the 80s and VCRs from the 90s 
all suddenly fell under the vintage banner, somewhat prematurely 
aging a whole generation, might I add!    

Vintage; denoting something from the past of high quality, 
especially something representing the best of its kind. With regards 
to clothing, Cambridge dictionary defines vintage as; used but of 
good quality. In China it’s “old style” (老式 ) and the use of the word 
mirrors the trend that began in the West and is gaining popularity 
in China.

{            }Why
Bother?



老 
式
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Vintage Clothes in China

AS 
a foreigner in China, one can 
be mistaken for expecting a 
shop that calls itself Vintage, 
to actually have vintage 
clothing in it. “No, everything 

in here is brand new”, said a shop owner in Gulou who 
indeed works in a shop that was called Vintage…in 
English. “So why is your shop called Vintage? And why 
does everything look old and dusty”, I asked. “Well, 
the previous owners sold second hand clothes, and 
so we just kept the name and the style”. 

When looking at how the Chinese view vintage 
clothing, it seems to be a matter of first and second 
tier internationalisation. The first tierers seem to 
have let go of some traditional beliefs that surround 
second hand clothes. They have adopted the 
trendiness of the practice and seem to be on board 
with its eco-friendly aspects. Whereas us second 
tierers, even though we like the look, we still cannot 
bare the thought of wearing another person’s hand-
me-downs. 

Shanghai based buy and sell clothing company Live 
with Less hope to educate Chinese people about 
their throw-away habits, and how it is effecting 
the environment. Although this is becoming quite 
trendy in places such as Shanghai’s French quarter, 
elsewhere in China, superstition trumps the trend.  

Traditionally, it is considered bad luck to wear another 
persons clothing, especially if that person has died. 
Not only is it unlucky but it’s also considered beneath 
a person and shows a lack of wealth. “No such shop 
like this exists in Nanjing”, said my accountant. While 
that is not entirely true; Nanjing’s trendiest hood 
Shanghai Lu does house a collection of “vintage” 
shops, the attitude says it all. 

That my accountant’s screwed up face at the mere 
thought of paying money for someone else’s trash 
told me a lot. “Why would I buy old clothes when I can 
buy brand-new, good-quality clothes on Taobao?”. 
Good point. I opened the APP and searched vintage 
in English. Thousands of old styled clothes instantly 
flooded the screen. Hawaiian shirts and Downtown 
Abby dresses scroll over 80s overalls and WW2 

dresses. Of course, images of Audrey Hepburn, actual 
handheld telephones and briefcases appear as well; 
none of it old, all of it new. 

It almost negates the noun itself and entirely focuses 
only on its form as an adjective; actually paying for 
something old, well that’s just not cricket. Granted, charity 
shopping is a skill and takes a lot of sifting through some 
truly atrocious stuff before anything of value appears. 
Perhaps the luxury of passing down antiques died with 
the Cultural Revolution. How many Chinese people out 
there keep the tradition of family heirlooms going? 

Recently, Xi Jinping’s government cracked down on 
the buying of “foreign rubbish”. Trendy Beijing and 
Shanghai shops now find themselves in a catch 22 
situation. As the Chinese do not have the facilities to 
properly dispose of their clothes, and it is not culturally 
acceptable to give clothes away, shop owners buy 
from the US or Japan. 

However with China’s recent crackdown, some 
authorities deem the clothes sold in their shops as 
“foreign garbage”, and as a result many shops simply 
lie and say their clothes are new. “Many people in 
China still regard these clothes as ‘foreign trash’, 
which is damaging to the development of vintage 
culture... It can’t be understood by everybody. People 
just have different lifestyles”, says Vintage shop owner 
Eliza Zhao, originally reported by That’s Beijing. 

Just as the popularity of vintage wine exploded in 
China, so too will the vintage scene. The youth of 
today’s China see things differently. They have less 
need to worry about money, nor do they feel chained 
to ancient beliefs about face. An appreciation for real 
quality and substance is emerging from a generation 
that has the luxury of enjoying the finer things in life; a 
world away from their grandparents or even parents. 

China’s youth may contradict itself, can’t make up 
its mind and might battle with the real value of face. 
If indeed the clothes on their backs in the WeChat 
selfies they share are real vintage, the truth behind 
why they bought them and whether they are real or 
not may only be understood by their children and 
their grandchildren to come.        
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C h i n a ’ s  Yo u t h  C h a l l e n g e  V i n t a g e  B e l i e f s

V intage wine may be a treasure worth preserving, but should 

vintage traditions be preserved in the same way as well? It is no 

doubt that digging up a bottle of wine buried for decades, immersed 

beneath layers of soil, dirt and life, is an intriguing concept, but what 

does this vintage wine tradition really mean when stripped bare? 

Over the millennia, Chinese spirits and  
liquor have occupied a special place 

in many of China’s greatest figures, inspiring 
praise from scholars and comforting the 
lonely and the miserable. Classical Chinese 
poets were so captivated by it that they 
wrote countless poems dedicated to the 
beauty of wine. Li Bai, one of the most 
celebrated poets in China, probably would 
not have produced so many poems if he 
was not constantly intoxicated. 

But one special type of rice wine is rarely 
heard of today. The “Nu’er Hong”, or directly 
translated to English, the Red Daughter 
wine. So, it happens that, traditionally,  
Nu’er Hong bottles of wine would be buried 
upon the birth of a daughter and would be 
left undisturbed until the daughter marries.  
Then the bottle would be unearthed on  
the daughter’s wedding day. However, 
perhaps with a bit more digging, we can  
find remnants of it that are not quite so 
beautiful in their cores. 

Digging
up the

Wine
By Angela Chen
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Digging up the Wine

T his tradition dates back to the Jin Dynasty and 
even earlier, when parents brewed rice when 

a baby girl is born and buried a jar of wine under 
osmanthus trees in their backyard. This wine was 
traditionally opened on the daughter’s wedding day 
to celebrate her becoming of a young woman and to 
subtly let out an 18-year-old held breath, terrified that 
their daughter would never marry off; re-establishing 
the belief that in ancient China, girls were just another 
mouth to feed, and a commodity to be shipped off 
when the time was right. When a boy is born, parents 
brewed the same rice wine, called “Zhuang Yuan 
Hong”, or “Scholar Red”. This wine was meant to 
celebrate the academic achievements of the boy, as 
only men could take imperial examinations.  

China is known for its rich history and culture, but 
it is time we let go of obsolete, traditional beliefs 

that prevent people from attaining what Chinese 
liquor represented in the first place; a celebration of 
life. Even today, despite a historically relaxed view 
of homosexuality, China is known for her reluctance 
to embrace gay rights. When Taiwan legalised gay 
marriage on 24 May, 2017, the official media over the 
Strait in China reacted with a barely stifled yawn. Only 
one State-owned, English-language newspaper took 
notice of this revolutionary decision. The more widely-
read Chinese versions and other television and news 
outlets ignored it. In Chinese poetry of the 9th century, 
commonly recognised as the golden age of Chinese 
literature, it is often difficult to distinguish if a love poem 
is addressed to a woman or man. Unlike Christianity 
and Islam, Chinese religious and social thinking 
does not harshly condemn same-sex relationships. 
Homosexual relationships were regarded as neither 
good or bad in Taoism, while Confucianism was 
sometimes thought to have indirectly encouraged it 
by perpetuating close relations between master and 
pupils. One of the greatest novels in China written in 
the 18th century, “The Dream of the Red Chamber”, 
features both heterosexual and same-sex relations. 
Moreover, in 1997, homosexuality was legalised in 
China, whereas before it could be prosecuted under 
a law banning hooliganism. 

Yet, only in 2001 did the Chinese government 
remove homosexuality from the health ministry’s 

list of mental disorders. As with almost every other 
flourishing stigma in China, an explanation for this 

lingering disdain traces back to the traditional 
patriarchy steeped in Chinese history. Filial values 
remain strong in China; sons are considered vehicles 
for carrying on a family’s good name and painstakingly 
cultivated reputation, and are supposed to marry and 
have sons of their own. 

This almost ridiculous obsession with producing 
sons has converted Chinese families into a sort of 

bastion against homosexuality. In 2016, on behalf of 
the UN Development Programme, Peking University’s 
sociology department carried out the largest survey 
of attitudes to, and among, homosexuals and other 
sexual minorities. The survey demonstrated that 58 
percent of respondents (hetero and homosexual) 
agreed with the statement that gays are rejected 
by their families, a higher level of rejection than 
occurs at work and school. Fewer than 15 percent 
of homosexuals remain closeted, in fear of their 
parents finding out, and more than half of those who 
did come out reported that they had experienced 
discrimination as a result. 

We owe it to ourselves, and the next generation, 
to realise that love is purely the only treasure 

worth preserving forever; that it is the only vintage 
that truly ages beautifully. It is time for China to 
recognise that you don’t have to be the son to be the 
sun. As clichéd as this saying is, it is also brimming 
with untold, profound truth. Life is too short to be 
wasted on not loving. As the great poet Rumi penned, 
“Love is the bridge between you and everything”. We 
cannot possibly build this bridge without appreciating 
and accepting everyone; men and women. 

So, the next time you open a bottle of wine, whether 
it’s Nu’er Hong or not, raise your glass and celebrate 
the youth, for they are brave. They are bruised. They 
are loved. They have been underestimated by history 
itself, and they have been hiding in the shadows for a 
millennium, afraid of the smoke. 

perhaps the “Red Daughter” takes on a new 
significance; it marks the beginning of an era, a time 

for Chinese women to step out in our magnificence. 
No more fearing the fire; it is time to become it. It 
means finding our own heartbeat, and rising. Dare to 
show the glory within us. 





Teething Issues 
in China?
The history of dentistry in China is closely aligned with 
the remarkable developments in Chinese medicine over 
at least six millennia. Rudimentary dental extractions 
were performed as early as 6,000 BCE, when the first 
signs of adornment with human teeth were described. 
Over this era, several distinct periods of medical devel-
opment in Chinese dentistry were to emerge.

During these, the Golden Period was marked by the ap-
pearance of the first textbooks to describe preventive and 
restorative dental techniques, as well as the first colleges. 
Dentistry then moved through the dark times of the Con-
troversial Period, when war mongering stymied progress. 
Lasting until 1800 CE, it came to an end with the increas-
ing domination of Western medicine and dentistry.

Taking us to now, what could be termed the Insurance 
Period.  While it is widely known that the cost of dental 
care varies greatly in China, a relatively new develop-
ment is the acceptance of medical insurance to offset 
some or all of the costs of treatment.

Typically speaking, many employer-provided health 
insurance plans do not provide dental benefits, which 
is why many expats choose to secure a separate plan 
that includes dental coverage. In most cases, dental 
insurance is available to purchase as a supplementary 
benefit, on top of a health insurance plan at an addi-
tional premium.

The most interesting recent development comes in the 
form of local dentistry practices that accept interna-
tional medicare. One such place, Keya Dental, based 
in Wanda in the Hexi part of Nanjing, is a leader in the 
field, accepting most of the major international medical 
insurance providers.

Yet, it remains true that many expats are unaware 
of just how much treatment can be offered free of 
charge. In the case of Keya Dental, holders of inter-
national medical insurance plans can receive compli-
mentary pit and fissure sealing, fluorine treatment, X 
ray examination, tooth filling and root canal treat-
ment. In addition, tooth cleaning can be performed 
twice a year, again, free of charge. Other treatments 
vary by policy contents.

Keya Dental is also a provider of Invisalign, the Amer-
ican translucent alternative to metal braces for adults 
and teenagers.

Branded Content

By
Frank Hossack
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With Renée gray Beaumont

B est described by Carl Hanson writing for 
Allrecipes, “When eating Sichuan pepper, you 

may feel a bit…well, odd”. This month I’m looking at 
possibly the only spice I have eaten in my 30 years 
that has actually made me feel…well, odd. I kind of 
equate it to the prickly poisonous bush shrubs we get 
in Australia; they look harmful enough, that is, until 
one rubs up against one. 

The Sichaun pepper “Hua Jiao” (花椒) is tiny but 
packs a punch. When you take a mouth full of them,  
it literally feels like millions of minuscule ninjas 
are training on your tongue. A tangy, tingly, most 
uncomfortable feeling that numbs your mouth,  
it feels like you have eaten something quite toxic 
indeed, almost the culinary equivalent of the first 
time you try Baijiu (Chinese rice wine). Luckily, I have 
not had to wash down a mouth full of Hua Jiao with  
Baijiu just yet!

Often appearing whole in popular dishes such as 
Kung Pao Chicken, the spice is most pleasurable 
once it has been toasted and crushed into powdered 
form, and used sparingly. Its devilish corns are the 
dried berries from the prickly ash bush. Sometimes 
I wonder whether this is nature’s human repellant 
and that we actually probably shouldn’t be eating 
it at all. 

Scientific food writer Harold James McGee writes of 
the pepper’s “sensitivity to touch and cold in nerves 
that are ordinarily nonsensitive”, and reports “a kind 
of general neurological confusion”. Sichuan’s hotpot 
cannot call itself hotpot without this spice, for “Ma La” 
to the Sichuanese is non negotiable. While the spice is 
used in hundreds of different dishes in China, Hot Pot 
and Ma La Tang (which is essentially hot pot for one 
person), are favourites across the country. 

According to an online blog by Red Hibiscus, “The 
Chinese hot pot has a history of more than 1,000 

years, [and] originated in Mongolia where the main 
ingredient was meat, usually beef, mutton or horse. 
It then spread to southern China during the Tang 
Dynasty and was further established during the 
Mongolian Yuan Dynasty. In time, regional variations 
developed with different ingredients ,such as 
seafood. By the Qing Dynasty (1644 to 1912), the hot 
pot became popular throughout most of China.” 

Hot Pot culture invites the Chinese to eat communally 
and in a slow manner; raw food is is put into the 
boiling pot and fished out when cooked. The pots 
are usually divided Ying and Yang style with one 
side using the Hua Jiao pepper, which is what makes 
it Ma and the other plain. Ma La Tang literally means 
Spicy Numb Soup and is sold in small restaurants, 
whereby people can select raw ingredients from a 
fridge and the restaurant will cook it and it will be 
served singly. 

While this way of eating Hua Jiao pepper is beloved by 
the whole country, eating too much of it is apparently 
quite bad for the body. Claims of the soup containing 
dangerous amounts of MSG and sodium, chemicals 
and pepper are thought to ruin the stomach. Rumour 
has it that some Ma La Tang restaurants do not 
provide new soup and instead reuse old soup. 

Approach this tingly spice with caution and it could 
lead to a lifetime love affair that will forever remind 
you of your time in China. Following are some of the 
most popular dishes that use Hua Jiao: 

   
Hot Pot (Sichuanese) 
Ma La Tang 
Kung Pao Chicken    
Xi’an Fried Chicken Wings
Ma Po Chicken    
Ma Po Tofu 
Spicy Sichuan Noodles  

To Ma or La  
That is the Soup

Chomping  
Thru China
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i like to keep a hot saucepan of water 
handy even when frying vegetables. It’s 
the frissance between that water and the 

oil that makes that wonderful “tsssh” noise. 
And it’s the heat from that chemical reaction 
which supercharges temperatures, searing not 
saturating the vegetables.

This theatre may be producing dangerous 
acrylamide, and we may all have to give up 
frying one day. But, for as long as we can plead 
ignorant, most of us will acknowledge that food 
cooked the noisy way can taste pretty good. 

Some of those vegetables (okra, for example) 
benefit from blanching (brief pre-boiling) in 
water. And most of those vegetables come with 
what I call “unfashionable bits”, such as skin and 
pips and roots and tops and tails, which can also 
be washed then boiled to great effect. 

That’s my cooking water.       
It can be a pretty tangy brew, and, vitamin-filled 
or not, it adds a lot of taste to the final dish. The 
boring (clear) part of winter melon, for example, 
benefits hugely from absorbing the juices of the 
intriguing, medicine-like skin. 

Whether frying-with-water-injection or simply 
boiling the next vegetable or soup, I’m a huge 
believer in this stock stuff.  

Now, I mention all this in a tea column because 
these concoctions sometimes end up with 
characteristics akin to infused tea. I’ll write soon 
about Taiwan teas and their winsome sweetcorn-
boiling aspect.

The boiled water from potato skins adds a depth 
to potato dishes. But, drank alone, the “dryness” 
can be overwhelming. If your packet of crisps 

(potato chips) has ever contained a “green one”, 
you will know what I’m talking about. This potato 
astringency once lingered at the back of my 
tongue for 36 hours, akin to a teasing, sour-salty 
presence that couldn’t be swallowed.

And there’s something of this same sensation 
in the drinking of certain green teas. I’m going 
to call it “chalkiness”. I may get shouted down 
for this term, as it’s really just a kind of tannin/
astringency/dryness effect. But chalkiness 
makes sense to me when drinking two kinds of 
green tea, specifically Biluochun and Xinyang 
Mai Jian.

Remember that these teas shed tiny hairs, 
making their early infusions as opaque as a glass 
of Aspirin. There’s a thickness to the mouth-feel 
that’s unusual in the tea world. 

There are times when these chalky teas 
can give me a headache. Then there are 
days when they seem just the ticket. 
It’s difficult to find people who actively seek out 
this characteristic in tea. Green tea sellers rarely 
talk about anything but sweetness, freshness, 
etc; astringency is rarely discussed as desirable. 
But these teas do sell successfully beyond their 
home provinces.

Of course, as with that potato dish, the 
astringency is not the whole story; they also have 
fruit and vegetable qualities. The best examples 
have a sweetness that balances things perfectly. 
One Mao Jian I’m currently drinking reminds me 
occasionally of strawberries. 

Oh, and, talking of food again, these are two teas 
that offer especially good post-prandial 
refreshment!

I have this habit when I’m cooking.

“Chalkiness”In Praise of

By Matthew Stedman



Smoking, to the women of 1920s and 30s Shanghai, was 
terribly classy. It was the epitome of “modeng” (摩登), a 
transliteration of the English “modern”, which nodded to 
a radically transformed urban lifestyle amidst a wave of 
new found wealth and materialism.

Colourful posters depicting idealised women 
appeared in the thousands in the early 20th century 
and a good chunk of them are on display at the 
Jiangsu Museum of Art until June. 

Women pose in figure-hugging qipao, revelling in 
material pleasure as they gaze directly to the viewer 
from every angle they are viewed. Doused in images 
of modernity; classical sculptures, aeroplanes 
and grand pianos; each poster is framed within 
a traditional hanging scroll format complete with 
printed silk border.

Often the subject of the posters seems completely 
unrelated to what they are selling. A newlywed 
stepping into her terrace home accompanied by a 
flower girl does not seem like prime material for a 
cigarette advert. Nor does a young lady sat among 
pine trees in a decorative qipao entice me to buy 
electric batteries.  

What these posters were selling was much more than 
individual commodities. Using the sensations created 
by highly sexualised female figures, these posters 
sold a lifestyle of pleasure where material assets were 
both desirable and attainable.

Propelled by advances in printing technology, 
calendar posters of the 19th century evolved into a 
powerful advertising mechanism by the 1920s and 
30s. Once essential household furniture used to track 
agricultural dates in the lunar calendar, they began to 
show the newly introduced Western calendar. Except 
it was not just the dates you were expected to follow, 
it was the fashionable lifestyle depicted alongside. 

The exhibition today fits rather awkwardly into a 
year concentrated on women. In 2018, Britain marks 
a century since women won the right to vote, while 
globally the #MeToo movement of recent months has 
brought to fore poignant debate about women and 
femininity today. 

At Jiangsu Museum of Art, women are still idealised, 
sexual beings and little effort is made to explain the 
context in which these posters were made and used, 
or how they relate to women today. 

Of course, the posters themselves are primarily 
historical objects. As adverts they served a purpose; 
to sell commodities. Look at me lounge in my qipao 
as I smoke graciously among blossoming roses. Don’t 
you want to be me? 

The romanticised modern woman was at the core of 
each and every one of these posters, but it is up to 
today’s curator how to present this once visual ideal 
to a 21st century audience. Nowhere in the exhibition 
are we told who the posters were made for, where 
they were hung or how they were perceived. We view 
them, therefore, not within a historical context, but as 
potent advertisements still effective today. 

Only four of the twenty or so visitors during my visit 
were male. Three sat on a bench patiently waiting for 
their other halves; one diligently took photos of his 
girlfriend through frames suspended from the ceiling. 

Concluding the exhibition, these frames not only 
encourage, but force female visitors to draw a 
parallel between the women in the posters; their 
seeming perfection and modern beauty, and the 
viewers themselves. Or rather, the female identity 
they wish to portray, captured within a frame and 
defined in two dimensions.

“Preserving Modernity” is on display at the Jiangsu Museum 
of Art, 266 Changjiang Road 江江江江江江江江江266江, until 17 June 2018.
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Republican Era Posters at Jiangsu Museum of Art

FOR ARTS SAKE  
with Francesca Leiper

The 
“Modeng” 
Women
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S
] omewhat typically, I was in Hong Kong 

on a visa run. Having had only 1 day to 

prepare for my trip, and not knowing 

anything about the districts of the island 

or where to stay, I randomly picked a hotel 

that was in a place close to the visa office called Kowloon 

City. After dumping my bags in my room and locking 

away my very very important passport pick-up form,  

I set out to explore this city that was to be my home 

for the next 5 days. 

Trip
By Renée gray 
Beaumont

T
h

e

It was known as the Hong 
Kong Walled City, or The City 
of Darkness. Infamous for its 30 
years of ungoverned vice and much 
more. Run by the Triads, the city that 
never saw sunlight was an entity unto 
itself. Nowadays, a part of it is known 
as little Thailand, and showing signs of 
becoming a trendy hotspot for young 
Hong Kongers. 

City of Darkness
Now Smiling Bright
as Little Thailand
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As i wandered the streets, with familiar Chinese 
characters before my eyes and Cantonese trailing in 
the air around my ears, I came across traditional 
medicine shops, massage parlours and roasting 
ducks, before I began to smell something also quite 
familiar; the sweet aroma of tropical fruit mixed so 
well with the burning of incense. 

It was this undeniable South East Asian Bangkok blend 
of tiger balm and durian that made me look around 
and take notice. I was standing on South Wall Road, 
where a part of Kowloon’s infamous Walled City once 
stood. It and the adjacent streets are jam packed with 
everything Thai, while monks in orange robes stroll 
the streets, collecting donations outside Thai shops, 
markets and restaurants. 

I poked my head into a Thai grocery and got talking with 
the owner, who said, “I lived in Thailand 30 years ago, 
I was living amongst the Chinese community. When I 
saw an influx of Thai immigrants beginning to settle in 
Kowloon, I came back and opened my grocery. That was 
the nineties and the rent for this shop was HK$1,900, 
now it’s $9,000! And this is a cheap area in Hong Kong!” 
The woman confirmed that most Thai immigrants work 
as labourers or in the services industries. I inquired, 
“How long has this area been Little Thailand?”. “[Since] 
not long after the Wall came down”, she answered. 

At that point I had never heard of The Wall; what is this 
mysterious wall of which they speak? I asked around. 
Handing me my prawn cakes, Thai restaurant owner, 
Jeff Tsui, told me, “The Kowloon Wall was where the 
immigrants lived before we came here, it was totally 
lawless because neither the British nor the Chinese 
were able to control it. We are in a part of what it was 
right now”.

Almost laughing, he went on, “It’s not dangerous these 
days. Now Kowloon has a lot of families and tourists, 
in fact I think it’s becoming a popular destination. 
The Songkran festival is happening at the moment, we 
will celebrate it in a few days, which the community is 
preparing for. We are all very close”. 

Thailand’s annual water fight, known as Songkran, 
coincidentally takes place in April, while the Walled 
City of Kowloon was knocked down in April of 1994. Its 
beginnings go as far back as the Song Dynasty, where 
it was used as an outpost for the trade of Salt. The 1842 
Treaty of Nanjing saw Hong Kong handed over to the 
British, but Qing authorities kept a hold of the area and 
built a defensive wall around it in order to keep an eye 
on British activities; effectively securing it as Chinese 
property, surrounded by British land. 

When the Qing dynasty fell in 1912, it was left to the 
British, who basically abandoned it. During the time of 
the Japanese occupation, the physical wall was taken 
down and used to construct Kai Tak Airport, leaving 
only the homes within. After WW2, China reclaimed 
the city, and as a result of the civil war between the 
nationalists and the communists, thousands of 
refugees fled the mainland; their first port of call was 
to set up shop in the Walled City. 

From then on, until 1994, the British used a “hands-
off” approach to the Walled City, leaving it to its own 
devices and governed only by the Chinese mafia. Thus, 
during the 60s, 70s and 80s, the city was a no-go zone 
for British authorities and crime flourished. Legend 
has it that sunlight never reached the lower levels of 
the city, while the 50,000 residents used umbrellas 
when walking the alleyways as water constantly dripped 
from broken pipes above. The area became known for 
its illegal doctors and dentists, who provided dubious 
health care for citizens of the Wall. Yet, while crime ran 
rampant, it somehow peacefully coexisted side-by-side 
hard working families, as former residents of the Wall 
fondly revealt in a BBC documentary. 

The majority of the former Walled City is now a beautiful 
city park, with parts of the area, such as Little Thailand, 
soldiering on in one of the most densely populated, 
challenging and most expensive places on Earth. So, 
the next time you are in Hong Kong (whether by choice 
or not), pry yourself away from the glitz and glamour 
of Causeway Bay, and check out from where all those 
martial art films of the 80s got their inspiration.



A whopping 130 million mainland 
Chinese travelled abroad in 2017; 

almost 10 percent of the population. The general 

assumption that Chinese tourists are focused 

solely on big European group tours, and using their 

precious vacation time only for shopping sprees  

in the major metropolises of the United States is not 

totally wrong. Yet, the more one travels, the broader 

the horizons one seeks. Is there a shift in the  

Chinese psyche that is moving away from  

rapid consumption?

Travel
Trends By Tara Tadlock

A  
ShIft 
 IN  
foCuS

The annual Spring Festival celebration of 
2017 saw families flock to the glamping 
excitement of safari Africa
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China Travel Trends

H
ong Kong based Post Magazine 
estimates Chinese tourists spend 
double the international average when 
travelling; USD$6,300 per person being 
another estimation provided by the 
Yangtze Evening Post. To put it simply, 

every country in need of a major economic boost wants 
to attract the Chinese. For this very reason, the world 
is paying close attention to where recent and possible 
future travel trends are taking the wealthy of China.

Long gone are the days when Hong Kong and Macao 
topped bucket lists. There is a new wave of traveller 
who not so long ago was transfixed with Saks Fifth 
Avenue, and now desires… wait for it… nature. These 
soul-seeking-millionaire millennials are seeking 
exotic locales such as Morocco. In another example, 
the annual Spring Festival celebration of 2017 
saw families flock to the glamping excitement of  
safari Africa, instead of traditional group destinations 
such as Australia. Thanks mainly to the influence of 
major motion picture Operation Red Sea, Africa is  
now a hotspot!

According to the Yangtze Evening News, African 
nations are taking large steps in order to attract the 
Chinese tourism market. Even places as off the radar 
as Rwanda and Angola have lifted visa requirements 
for Chinese nationals. Countries such as South 
Africa and Namibia have begun catering to the 
demographic by offering traditional Chinese dining 
options, alongside continental breakfasts, hot water 
dispensers, even going so far as to import Chinese 
tea to be made available in guests’ rooms.

Even with all these efforts and despite a shift in 
travel destinations, Chinese tourists remain firmly 
focused on high-end, photo-worthy experiences. 

Clients booking a camping expedition expect to 
be sleeping in an actual bed with hot water readily 
available. While the Chinese are daring to venture 
outside of the standard European vacay, they are 
bringing their same glamorous expectations with 
them. Zoe Zhou, Bespoke Travel Operation Manager 
for DTG Travel Club, belonging to DTG Business 
Travel Group, talked with The Nanjinger, and believes 
that her clients are mainly in the middle to high-end 
budget range. 

The wild landscapes in locales such as Tanzania and 
Kenya do not seem to ignite an interest in adventure 
travel; a term referring to a niche of tourism where 
travellers engage in risky physical activities. As a 
matter of fact, it seems to be almost non-existent, as 
far as Zhou is concerned. 

Such a broad-stroke statement that Chinese tourists 
travel to relax and take photos seems to be confirmed 
by the bookings Zhou makes for her clients, who 
request safe, internationally-known chain hotels and 
luxury-package deals. 

When asked if Chinese travellers make bookings for 
high-adrenaline activities, Zhou said, “They will try 
the bungee in Macao, but actually they like to find 
a beach to relax or go to Australia to experience 
the koalas”. While she notes that there is a growing 
market for “FIT”, a term she uses to refer to “Free 
Independent Travelers”, custom-tailored tour groups 
and business class bookings are still the primary 
market for Chinese tourists. 

Chinese people remain fully confused as to why one 
would want to travel alone at all. Teaching assistant 
in Nanjing, Nicole (surname withheld) says, “I think 
travelling in a group is safer and easier. I would rather 
pay more money and be safe and not lonely than on 
my own”. Perhaps, while the Chinese are beginning 
to step into lesser visited landmarks, they have yet to 
buy into the idea of going it alone. 

Looking to the future, the One Belt One Road Initiative 
is already showing signs of driving tourism to the 
area, particularly regarding travel to Kazakhstan for 
corporate travel. The initiative aims to build railroad 
and shipping routes that link China to 70 countries for 
trade partnerships. The effect of this plan on the travel 
industry for business travellers has the potential to be 
a gold mine. 

So, while the shift from Saks Fifth Avenue takes Chinese 
travellers to more exotic destinations, a demand in luxury 
and quality highlights the difference in the concept of 
vacation and travel in the eyes of the Chinese that still 
mean the same thing. For a country that only gets 2 
weeks holiday per year, who can really blame them for 
wanting the best that they can get? After all, these days, 
when the Chinese come knocking, everyone’s happy. 

A  
ShIft 
 IN  
foCuS



Accompanied by Marketing & Communications Manager 
Rachel Zong, The Nanjinger enjoyed the space and luxury 
that one of these private rooms offers. In true Chinese 
fashion, our cold dishes came out first, and thereafter 
appeared, one by one, top-of-the-range, traditionally-
inspired, Taiwanese celebrity favourites such as Chiang Kai 
Shek’s favourite dish; fried duck with taro, and that of his 
wife, Song Meiling. 

Mega star Fan Bingbing, who owns an apartment in The 
LaLu Qingdao, regularly visits the restaurant therein and 
says her favourite dish is the coconut and melon pudding, 
incidentally The Nanjinger’s favourite as well! Aside from 
celebrity flare, other outstanding dishes include succulent 
cod topped with crispy mince dried beans, beef with 
peppers and lobster with duck oil and local ingredients. 

Executive Chef, Jacko Huang, popped in to say hello and 
educated us a little as to the food. The green vegetable in 
our scollop soup happened to be the root of a dandelion 
flower, sourced exclusively in Jiangsu, and the crab dish 
with curry sauce hailed originally from Taiwan before 
becoming a major hit in Malaysia. Jacko spoke with passion 
and pride when taking us through the menu, while he has 
spared no effort in sourcing only the freshest of ingredients 
for his guests. Take note, mainlanders; in Taiwan, he tells 
us, food must not be wasted.

The LaLu means Sun Moon Lake in Taiwan dialect, 
resonating tranquility. Rooms at The LaLu mirror its name. 
Swimming in the view of the Yangtze river, guests can 
gaze out over it from bathtubs and balconies. Not only is 
The LaLu a hotel, but it is also a commercial hub, offering 
office space and residential apartments to boot. Such 
tranquility does not come cheap; at around ¥2,800 per 
night for one of its standard rooms, it makes the hotel 
Nanjing’s most expensive.

If however, you have the cash to spare, are in need of a new 
dining venue or would like to visit The LaLu’s long awaited 
spa, which we are told will be opening soon, then look no 
further. Offering true Taiwanese class, tranquility and style, 
Nanjing welcomes The LaLu and all it has to offer. 

The LaLu is located at 208 Yangtze River Avenue, Jianye 
District 南京市建邺区扬子江大道208号 Tel: 68889888

HOSPITALITY  By Renée Gray Beaumont 

Ooh LaLu! Taiwanese 
Luxury Opens its Doors 

You know when you walk into a really good eastern 
zen-styled spa frizzy and frayed from life outside, 

and then you walk out feeling the most relaxed you’ve 
felt in months? It is almost as if that massage or facial was 
actually given by a practicing reiki master, who activated 
your internal energy pathways and unlocked your higher 
spiritual self.

It’s a nice feeling and one that can also be felt when 
walking into and out of The LaLu in Nanjing. Soft lounge 
music plays throughout this symmetrically colossal place; 
while echoing down the corridors is only the pitter patter 
of staff feet, whom, we are told, adopt a “soft” approach to 
service. Water falls peacefully from fountains, while large 
windows surround the hotel that overlooks our beloved 
Yangtze river. 

Head through the lobby of this hotel and your path leads 
straight to the main bar and café. To its left are housed 152 
serene rooms; to its right, the enticing smell of Taiwanese 
fine dining. Soft lighting, mahogany wood and light music 
surround a central dining area designed in a traditional 
Chinese manner. Lazy Susan tables sit amongst circular 
entranced booths, while private rooms flank the hallway. 
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Nanjing is known for its many bridges and for being the 
former capital of China. On the other hand, many may not 

know that it is home to the Zifeng Tower, one of the tallest 
buildings in the world. Or perhaps that it is the city that once 
occupied a Japanese military headquarters. 

25-year-old expat from Scotland and art columnist for The 
Nanjinger, Francesca Leiper, has made it her goal to inform 
residents of Nanjing’s most hidden gems. 

“I live in close proximity to a lot of historical places in Nanjing 
that are not well-known. After discovering these buildings, I 
realised there is a lot to see here and I want to share it with 
others,” mentioned Leiper.

During Leiper’s tour, one will take a scroll through Nanjing 
and learn fascinating details about the places to be visited. 
For example, the plain office building that has lost its appeal 
on Zhongshan Bei Lu was actually once the Supreme 
Court of National Government, back in 1928. She also 
explains that the Librarie Avant-Garde, which was named 
China’s most beautiful bookshop by the BBC in 2014, once 
served as Japanese military police headquarters during 
the Nanjing Massacre. 

Leiper strategically uses her background in Chinese Art History 
to describe the designs and architecture of the buildings, in 
relevance to their history. She also uses items such as coins, 
postcards, and maps to keep the tourist interested and to help 
create an interactive learning experience.

Throughout the tour, one learns about how China was 
colonised by many different countries in the early-20th 
century and how each has left their trace. Facts that are 
mentioned include the creation of Tsingtao beer by German 
settlers in 1903, as well as the design of the Yuan dollar by 
an Italian engraver. Expats in Nanjing from different countries 

may learn how their country helped shape China in the early 
20th century, and how it continues to have an impact on the 
country today.

Theater professor at Nanjing University, Bill Aitchison, talking 
with the Nanjinger, said, “There’s a shortage of tour guides 
here, so people don’t usually get this type of service, especially 
those who are not studying Chinese history. Buildings are just 
buildings but to have someone explain the history behind the 
building is a beautiful thing”.

Since this was only Francesca’s second tour, there are still 
tweaks and improvements that can be made to further benefit 
participants, especially in terms of creating a more organised 
story flow that will make it easier for the tourist to follow.

“There were a lot of names and dates thrown around. Setting 
up the tour so that the dates are in chronological order would 
really help create a narrative and make it easier for the tourists 
to remember the facts,” stated Aitchison.

Leiper’s goal is to have her tours open up parts of Nanjing 
that we may walk past everyday but know little about. She 
hopes to share these historical places with other people, 
especially those who are new to Nanjing and unaware of its 
invaluable history. 

Contact Francesca Leiper in Nanjing via WeChat; ID: frleiper

ACTIVITY  By Stacy Dahl 

Walk Nanjing Through 
the Decades 
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On the drinks end of things, our party was a little taken 
aback to be brought a bottle of red wine from the cellar 
that arrived dripping with condensation, the way a thirst-
quenching beer usually comes direct from the fridge. As 
another thing that is for sure, The Nanjinger would certainly 
not have the courage to upcharge its wine list with as much 
gusto as Limbo can muster. 

It may just be that higher prices are simply going to be a 
fact of life in Nanjing, as it continues its scramble to keep 
ahead of second tier cities in 21st century China’s lust for the 
disposable incomes of that new upper middle class. 

To be fair, Limbo has already addressed some of our issues, 
and there is no doubt that we will be back, eager for more 
new-found Nanjing fine dining, albeit with our thermometer.

Limbo is located in Nanjing’s Catherine Park, off Beijing 
Dong Lu 环亚凯瑟琳广场半山花园 Tel: 58211027
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Inferno’s Race; Nanjing’s annual charity challenge is back! 
Tactics, strategy and teamwork are the magic ingredients 

that will help you win 2018’s race. All proceeds go to the 
Nanjing Firefly Association, helping wheelchair-bound 
adults with special needs. 

Whether coming as one or five, all are welcome to participate 
in a day of games and refreshments. Competitors will race 
around Nanjing city following Dante’s Inferno-inspired 
challenges along the way, until they reach the finish line. 

If you think you have what it takes, be sure to register before 
1 June in order to secure your place; fee is ￥100 per person. 
Good Luck!

In order to register contact Bea on: 13451905610 

ACTIVITY  By Renée Gray Beaumont 

2018’s Inferno Race 
for Charity 

“How low can you go”, goes the song. “How high can 
you you fly”, might be more appropriate, at one of 

Nanjing’s newest Western eateries; high, as in the setting of 
the bar, and yes, high, in terms of the asking prices.

This is Limbo. From the man who brought us Pluto that 
occupies the entire second floor of the development, the 
eaterie is another of the new establishments clustered into a 
swathe of Catherine Park, adjacent to Gulou Park. 

With one whole wall of patio doors swung wide open, 
Limbo immediately and almost effortlessly sports a chic and 
authentic Mediterranean vibe. The caveat to all of that being 
that the tables at Limbo are a little close together, given the 
prices that lie ahead.

Our first order; Mediterranean Charcuterie Board (¥148) was 
indeed served on a bread board, itself nothing out of the 
extroadinary given how many establishments in Nanjing now 
offer up this tempting appetizer. Yet, each item was delicious 
and beautifully presented so as to be difficult to fault.

This particular correspondent makes no secret of being not the 
largest enthusiast of steak, but he neverless plumped for Pan-
seared Angus M3 Fillet Mignon Steak (¥289). Arriving exactly as 
ordered, something in itself a bit of a rarity in Nanjing, this is one 
succulent piece of Australian prime beef.

Those of us fond of crustaceans had opted for the Valencia 
Seafood Paella (¥198 for 2 persons; ¥388 for 4), a decision that 
ignited a debate over the fact that traditional paella should 
be served with very little seafood. Limbo’s creator, Desmo, 
explained to The Nanjinger that if its not loaded to the hilt with 
king prawns, the Chinese are going to simply walk out. Bang 
goes authenticity on that one, but fair point, one worthy of 
consideration as to the lesser of the evils; fewer customers or 
less nods to the cuisine’s very origins.

GASTRONOMY  By Frank Hossack 

Doing the Limbo, 
New Nanjing Style 



I Would
Walk 500 Miles
13 April, 2018

Walk-A-Thon is Nanjing Echo-Forte International School’s annual 
charity event that builds camaraderie and provides an opportunity to 

exercise while raising money as well as awareness for worthy 
causes. After choosing a charity, the students were 

challenged to come up with innovative ways to 
raise money; a garage sale, food booths, 

games and all sorts of activities raised 
a grand total of ¥13,961.
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If you would like to see photos from your event on these pages, contact us via thenanjinger@sinoconnexion.com. Conditions apply.
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If you would like to see photos from your event on these pages, contact us via thenanjinger@sinoconnexion.com. Conditions apply.

Been Around 
the World

17-20 April, 2018

The British School of Nanjing Year 4 students spent 3 days in Monganshan, 
while Year 5 spent 4 days at the Great Wall of China. Students got to 
conceptualise their understanding in a manner not available within the 
classroom, through exciting outings into nature, from which students 
returned exhausted but with a wider appreciation plus the ability to exert 
themselves physically, mentally and emotionally.
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Earth Song
20 April, 2018

Etonhouse International School Nanjing presented its very first Earth Day event, 
with a morning of song, dance, videos and presentations, each with a very simple 
but important message about caring for the planet on which we live. The morning 
was topped off with a visit from a local “Save the Yangtze Porpoise” charity, 
followed by a “recycled fashion” show.
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Branded Content

Wujie Vegetarian
On 15th April, Community Clubhouse utilised the power of social media 
to invite members of The Nanjinger’s WeChat Group Chat to an exclusive 
VIP spring menu tasting at Nanjing’s premium vegetarian restaurant, 
Wujie Vegetarian, on 5F of Deji Plaza’s Phase 2.

32

20 lucky, and mostly vegetarian, participants 
were treated to a seasonal selection comprising 
no less than nine exquisitely presented courses. 
The many and varied exotic dishes, that included 
Portobello mushroom, Cumin Red Quinoa, 
Beetroot Jelly, Macadamia and a Chocolate 
Molten Lava Cake, were each introduced on 
site to the guests by resident chef and restaurant 
manager Ms. Zhou.



I Believe I Can Fly
20 April, 2018

The tradition of the Leavers’ Assembly continued in bright style at 
Nanjing International School, with a parade through the campus adding 
an extra level of participation for all students. NIS is immensely proud of 
its Class of 2018 and wishes them deserved success in their IB exams.

If you would like to see photos from your event on these pages, contact us via thenanjinger@sinoconnexion.com. Conditions apply.
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THE Legal notes from 

The Nanjinger  

in association with:
D’Andrea & Partners 
Law Firm

e
Vintage Throwback; from Love Letters to WeChats

DISCLAIMER

This article is intended solely for informational purposes and does not constitute  

legal advice. Although the information in this article was obtained from reliable offi-

cial sources, no guarantee is made with regard to its accuracy and completeness.  

For more information please visit dandreapartners.com or WeChat: dandreapartners

veryone who is lucky enough to have known their grand-
parents has certainly asked them how communication 
worked in the past.

The many tales of love letters and how long and exciting it 
was to wait for your beloved one’s reply. Each single word 
that was written down, black on white on a piece of paper,  
was meaningful and enriched with feelings.

If you had lived during those times, you would have 
thought twice before sending any such content out 
straight away, as we do nowadays. As methods of com-
munication have evolved from email, SMS, up until now, 
where we have instantaneous communication service 
platforms, such as China’s famous WeChat.

WeChat has become the social infrastructure for all kinds 
of communication; not only conversations between lov-
ers, but also in regards to general daily conversation and 
business negotiations. 

As the traditional Chinese saying goes, “where there are 
people, there is dispute”, while using WeChat, disputes 
are bound to follow. In such cases, can WeChat records be 
used as legal evidence to settle disputes? 

According to relevant regulations of the People’s Republic 
of China, WeChat records can be deemed as digital evi-
dence, but in order to become so, three basic conditions 
need to be fulfilled:

Authenticity . Relevance . Legitimacy

The first is obvious; the content of the WeChat message 
shall be authentic. The content shall be also relevant and 
last but not least, possess legitimacy, which is, in practice, 
quite easy to comply with.

When communicating via WeChat, both parties engage 
knowingly and willingly. Records of such do not involve 
privacy violations or illegal recordings, and shall hence 
be deemed legal. However, as with a relationship go-

ing through hard times, the main difficulties still exist, 
namely the proving of authenticity and relevance.

What Can We Do?

Maintain the completeness of WeChat evidence, utilise 
the “favorite” function in WeChat to store original records 
and conduct regular backups of WeChat record to avoid 
data loss caused by device or system malfunction.

Try to clarify the identification information of coun-
ter-parties during the WeChat communication. For 
example, you can directly ask the counter-party to ac-
knowledge their identity, or you can use the avatar or 
“Moments” of the counter-party  in order to verify their 
identity, according to legal precedent.

WeChat text dialogue shall be clear, accurate and de-
finitive, while emoji’s and pictures should be used with 
caution, especially to deliver explicit information. Audio 
quality in dialogue should be clear and it would be better 
if it is coupled with subsequent written confirmation.

WeChat is but one example of this different side of in-
stantaneous communication services and that which is 
under the surface of a simple message.

Therefore, it is recommended to be careful when writing 
messages and to think  twice before pressing “Send”. Per-
haps it is for these reasons that both WeChat and QQ have 
provided us with the “Recall” option for our messages? In 
this case you have a pre-defined short period to change 
your mind and take back what you have written.

If you are lucky, your conversation partner has not read 
your message yet (or taken a screenshot); regardless, they 
can already see that you have “recalled the message”.

What if we had lived in our grandparents’ times? You had 
the chance to rip up the paper and re-write again, but, 
what if you already sent out the message? Well, in that 
case, you only had the hope that the carrier pigeon got 
lost on its journey.
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To assist with journey planning, The Nanjinger’s Metro Map includes first and last train times for every station.
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